Regulated expression of FLRT genes implies a functional role in the regulation of FGF signalling during mouse development.
Within the mammalian genome, there are many multimember gene families that encode membrane proteins with extracellular leucine rich repeats which are thought to act as cell adhesion or signalling molecules. We previously showed that the members of the NLRR gene family are expressed in a developmentally restricted manner in the mouse with NLRR-1 being expressed in the developing myotome. The FLRT gene family shows a similar genomic layout and predicted protein secondary structure to the NLRRs so we analysed expression of the three FLRT genes during mouse development. FLRTs are glycosylated membrane proteins expressed at the cell surface which localise in a homophilic manner to cell-cell contacts expressing the focal adhesion marker vinculin. Each member of the FLRT family has a distinct, highly regulated expression pattern, as was seen for the NLRR family. FLRT3 has a provocative expression pattern during somite development being expressed in regions of the somite where muscle precursor cells migrate from the dermomyotome and move into the myotome, and later in myotomal precursors destined to migrate towards their final destination, for example, those that form the ventral body wall. FLRT3 is also expressed at the midbrain/hindbrain boundary and in the apical ectodermal ridge, regions where FGF signalling is known to be important, suggesting that the role for FLRT3 in FGF signalling identified in Xenopus is conserved in mammals. FLRT1 is expressed at brain compartmental boundaries and FLRT2 is expressed in a subset of the sclerotome, adjacent to the region that forms the syndetome, suggesting that interaction with FGF signalling may be a general property of FLRT proteins. We confirmed this by showing that all FLRTs can interact with FGFR1 and FLRTs can be induced by the activation of FGF signalling by FGF-2. We conclude that FLRT proteins act as regulators of FGF signalling, being induced by the signal and then able to interact with the signalling receptor, in many tissues during mouse embryogenesis. This process may, in part, be dependent on homophilic intercellular interactions between FLRT molecules.